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This is a brief guide to researching British government records on Parliament. There are various types of
Parliamentary material available, both in digital and in print, and this guide describes some of the most
important, giving you a general overview of our Parliamentary sources of information and where to find them.
This is followed by a brief summary on how to follow a bill through parliament which is intended to help
those who visit Guildhall Library find details of the passage of legislation through Parliament. Summary of
holdings Our extensive Parliamentary material dates mainly from onwards. It includes debates and journals of
the House of Commons and House of Lords, House of Commons papers, public and local statutes and
statutory instruments. Standing Committee Reports - Since a further Hansard series, Standing Committee
Reports, has reported verbatim the proceedings of the different standing committees which deliberate on and
generally amend Bills as part of the process of law-making. House of Commons Hansard from session
onwards and House of Lords session onwards are available online on the UK Parliament website. Full text of
Standing Committees session onwards is available online How to search and order: Private Acts and Bills are
sub-divided further into Local - affecting the interests of a particular person, place or institution, and Personal
- affecting the estates, property or status of an individual. When a Bill has gone through all its stages and
become law, it is printed as an Act. Select Committees are small groups of MPs drawn from all political
parties, which are set up to examine the work of Government departments. They are the main investigatory
system by which the House of Commons scrutinises the exercise of Government responsibilities, the
development of public policy and public expenditure. Command Papers were originally Papers presented to
Parliament by command of the Sovereign. Until they usually appeared as appendices to the House of
Commons Journal, but the increasing number made this impractical. House of Commons Papers and
Command Papers: Bills and Acts, both Public and Local: Older bills are available on microfiche as part of the
Parliamentary Papers sequence. Public Acts and Local Acts are available in bound volumes in closed access.
How to search and order: House of Commons Papers: Index to the Statutes , which has a subject index, and
Chronological Table of the Statutes - which lists Acts produced each year. To order Acts, you need to know
the regnal year the year in which the Act was passed , whether it was public, private or local, and the chapter
number. However, it is not possible for an Act to cover every detail of the subject with which it deals, so it
will confer powers for the making of more detailed rules, orders or regulations in the form of Statutory
Instruments SIs. SIs have the force of law, and they are sometimes also referred to as secondary, delegated or
subordinated legislation. How to search and order Statutory Instruments: You need to know the year the SI
appeared, whether it was public or local and its SI number. House of Commons Sessional Information Digest
acts as a cumulation of the Bulletin and an index to it. The Commons is held from and the Lords from onwards
to the present day and must be requested from the stacks. Guildhall Library keeps copies for two years only.
Following a bill through parliament - public bills 1. Public bill introduced into the House of Commons First
reading in the Commons: Found in Parliamentary Papers. Bills session onwards are also available online
Second reading in the Commons: Proceedings in the House of Lords: Bills are occasionally opposed or
debated at the first reading stage in the House of Lords. Found in Parliamentary papers text of the amendments
; Hansard consideration in the Commons. Public bills introduced in the House of Lords These are
distinguished by [H. Guildhall Library will not have the text of the bill until it has been printed for the House
of Commons. Before a private bill is introduced, notice of intent to introduce it must be advertised in the
London gazette and other newspapers. Found in London gazette. Copies of the bill are deposited with the
Lords and Commons in November of the year in which it is introduced. The copies are printed by the
promoters and not held by Guildhall Library. From the late 18th century promoters of bills for constructing
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works such as canals and railways were required to deposit plans and sections of the intended works, together
with books of reference showing properties to be compulsorily acquired, with the Clerk of the Parliaments and
the authorities of the counties and parishes affected. The can be viewed at the House of Lords Record Office
or in the county or other local record office for the area concerned.
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Some years after in the 19th century are incomplete. The Readex microprint set is shelved on the Olin Library
B Level, and covers the House of Commons only and in two segments set uncataloged. Ask Library staff for
assistance in retrieving these. Finding papers in the volumes: Use cumulative numerical lists: Olin Ref Z Or
use sessional indexes: The last volume of each session contains a numerical list of first the bills, then the
accounts and papers, and finally the command papers for the session. Each entry lists the volume number and
page number for the bill, report, or paper wanted within that sessional set of volumes. Use the volume number
to find the correct volume. Then use the table of contents at the beginning of each physical volume to find the
paper wanted. Ignore the page number. Note that the sessional indexes are shelved at the very end of all the
GBCP volumes. The numerical lists are followed by a broad subject index. Volumes cover a session of
Commons which may be for a single calendar year only, or may run across two years except a single
cumulation of The volumes will then be labelled accordingly, e. The Roman numeral is the key number for
location and appears on the spine of each volume. It is found in most of the cumulative indexes in the
Reference reading room and in all of the sessional indexes B Level, G. The Roman numeral sometimes is in
lower case type and therefore inconspicuous. The Arabic numeral following the volume number is not useful
for the printed Papers since it represents pagination in a bound set in the Parliament Library. Page numbers are
needed for the microprint set. Spine labels vary over time. Many volumes have a label at the top of the spine
reading: The session date is on the bottom of the spine and the roman volume numeral is just below midspine.
Colored spine labels were sometimes used to differentiate subseries within the sessional papers; sometimes for
alternating sessions.
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Before , the British Parliament had long been a highly secretive body. The official record of the actions of the
House was publicly available, but there was no record of the debates. The publication of remarks made in the
House became a breach of Parliamentary privilege, punishable by the two Houses of Parliament. As the
populace became interested in parliamentary debates, more independent newspapers began publishing
unofficial accounts of them. The many penalties implemented by the government, including fines, dismissal,
imprisonment, and investigations, are reflective of "the difficulties faced by independent newspapermen who
took an interest in the development of Upper Canada, and who, in varying degrees, attempted to educate the
populace to the shortcomings of their rulers". The names of the speakers were carefully " filleted "; for
example, Sir Robert Walpole was thinly disguised as "Sr. He released the man, but was subsequently ordered
to appear before the House to explain his actions. Crosby was committed to the Tower of London , but when
he was brought to trial, several judges refused to hear the case and after protests from the public, Crosby was
released. There then began several attempts to publish reports of debates. Among the early successes, the
Parliamentary Register published by John Almon and John Debrett began in and ran until William Cobbett
â€” , a noted radical and publisher, began publishing Parliamentary Debates as a supplement to his Political
Register in , eventually extending his reach back with the Parliamentary History. On June 5, William Cobbett
stood trial for seditious libel for an article he wrote against the British Government which was published by
Thomas Curson Hansard. Cobbett was found "guilty, upon the fullest and most satisfactory evidence". For this
reason, early editions of Hansard are not to be absolutely relied upon as a guide to everything discussed in
Parliament. Hansard outlasted competitors including Almon and Debrett, and the later Mirror of Parliament
published by J. The last attempt at a commercial rival was The Times which published debates in the s. In a
subsidy was granted to the Hansard press and at that point reporters were employed. In Henry Hansard, the
son of Thomas Hansard, broke the family connection with the debates. At the same time the decision was
made to publish debates of the two houses in separate volumes, and to change the front cover from orange-red
to light blue. A larger page format was introduced with new technology in Hansard is not a word-for-word
transcript of debates in Parliament. Its terms of reference are those set by a House of Commons Select
Committee in , as being a report which, though not strictly verbatim, is substantially the verbatim report with
repetitions and redundancies omitted and with obvious mistakes including grammatical mistakes corrected,
but which, on the other hand, leaves out nothing that adds to the meaning of the speech or illustrates the
argument. In that House, the Speaker must call on a member by name before that member may speak, but
Hansard makes no mention of the recognition accorded by the Speaker. Also, Hansard sometimes adds
extraneous material to make the remarks less ambiguous. For example, though members refer to each other as
"the hon. Member for Constituency Name" rather than by name, Hansard adds, in parentheses, the name of the
member being referred to, the first time that Member is referred to in a speech or debate. When a Member
simply points at another whose constituency he or she cannot remember, Hansard identifies him or her. Any
interruption to debate will be marked with the word " Interruption ". This understated phrase covers a variety
of situations, ranging from members laughing uproariously to the physical invasion of the chamber. Hansard
also publishes written answers â€” known as written ministerial statements â€” made by Government
ministers in response to questions formally posed by members. In , Hansard, by order of the House of
Commons , printed and published a report stating that an indecent book published by a Mr. Stockdale was
circulating in Newgate Prison. On publication of a reprint, Stockdale sued again but Hansard was ordered by
the House to plead that he had acted under order of the Commons and was protected by parliamentary
privilege. In the resulting case of Stockdale v Hansard , [7] [8] the court found that the House held no
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privilege to order publication of defamatory material. Furthermore, the proceedings and debates in committee
are also published in separate volumes. The Hansard of the House of Lords operates entirely independently of
its Commons counterpart, but with similar terms of reference. It covers parliamentary business in the House of
Lords Chamber itself, as well as the debates in the Moses Room, known as Grand Committee. Parliamentary
Written Answers and Statements are also printed. Emma Crewe notes that "Editors view reporters in general
as a hive of revolution and anti-establishment attitudes, while they perceive themselves as calm and
uncomplaining". The UK Hansard is currently being digitised to a high-level format[ clarification needed ] for
on-line publication. Shows sample of several members speaking as described in the text. House of Commons[
edit ] As with the Westminster Hansard, the Canadian version is not strictly verbatim, and is guided by the
principle of avoiding "repetitions, redundancies and obvious errors". Unlike the UK House of Commons,
members are referred to in the House only by the parliamentary ridings they represent "The member for
Halifax West", etc. Hansard supplies an affiliation the first time each member speaks in the House on a
particular dayâ€”"Mr. If interjections give rise to a call for order by the Speaker, they are reported as "Some
hon. The House has heard the terms of the motion. Is it the pleasure of the House to adopt the motion? The
Acting Speaker Mr. All those in favour of the motion will please say yea. All those opposed will please say
nay. In my opinion the nays have it. And more than five members having risen: Call in the members. And the
bells having rung: A recorded division on the motion stands deferred until tomorrow at the end of government
orders. Translation[ edit ] Given the bilingual nature of the Canadian federal government, two equivalent
Canadian Hansards are maintained, one in French and one in English. This makes it a natural parallel text ,
and it is often used to train Frenchâ€”English machine translation programs. In addition to being already
translated and aligned, the size of the Hansards and the fact that new material is always being added makes it
an attractive corpus. However, its usefulness is hindered by the fact that the translations, although accurate in
meaning, are not always literally exact. The Canadian Hansard records make note of the language used by the
members of parliament, so as not to misinterpret the words of the person who has the floor. If the member
speaks in French, the English Hansard records would state that the member spoke in French and refer the
reader to the French Hansard record. The Authorities, who were not on friendly terms with the Ledger, made
little to no effort to apprehend the culprits. The Family Compact of Nova Scotia, nicknamed "the little
compact", "viewed the admission of reporters to the Assembly with disdain" and "were not slow to react
whenever they felt the slightest affront". Permission was granted, yet he was not provided with very many
privileges in the House. In Joseph Howe bought the Novascotian from Young. This case was infamous and is
considered to be a "cornerstone in the establishment of freedom of the press in Canada". This is why his case
is viewed as a milestone in the development of the free press. Ontario[ edit ] Cover page of Hansard for the
Province of Ontario, February 12, No official record of the debates in the provincial Legislature was produced
before The debates were reported in various newspapers; the provincial archives clipped and collected these
reports in a series of scrapbooks until On March 8, , the government introduced a motion to create Alberta
Hansard, and the following day they brought forward a motion allowing audio and video recording in the
Chamber and also permitting visitors to the galleries to take notes. Assembly standing orders and set out the
rules for broadcast media in the Chamber and at committee meetings, respectively. Like other Hansards,
Alberta Hansard follows editorial guidelines established in the 19th century, and transcripts are substantially
verbatim. A transcript for a regular afternoon Assembly sitting of 4. Unlike the Ottawa Hansard, opposition
members and government backbenchers are identified only by initial and last name: Current cabinet ministers
have their names prefaced with "Honourable": Interjections giving rise to a call for order by the Speaker are
reported only as "Interjection". Other interjections are reported as spoken if they are clearly audible and if they
are responded to in some way by the member who has the floor. While the details of approval or negativing of
motions and bills closely parallel the House of Commons, the reporting is simplified to a style line "Motion
approved" or "Motion negatived". Barron , produced the first official report of debates of the Parliament of
New Zealand. Hansard is published on the New Zealand Parliament website each day the House sits, and later
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indexed bound volumes are produced. Speeches are transcribed directly from digital recordings of the debate,
with staff present in the debating chamber to monitor the debate by recording the sequence of speakers and
any interjections. Interjections are reported only if the member speaking replies to them or remarks on them
during the course of his or her speech. Hansard Editors follow strict rules on what changes they can make to
the words MPs use in the debating chamber. Hansard is as close to verbatim as possible, although Hansard
Editors remove repetitions and redundancies and make minor grammatical corrections. MPs are provided draft
copies of their speeches at the same time that the speeches are first published on the Parliament website. MPs
can request correction of inadvertent factual inaccuracies but they are unable to significantly change what they
said in the House.
4: Hansard - Wikipedia
lords official, parliamentary debates (hansard) house of lords official report print: uk1 y1 p12 eng dates held series
volumes format/location /95 (bound volumes) 5th html.

5: HMSO Books | Open Library
Hansard Volume (House of Commons Debates) Below is the list of the Volume editions of Hansard for Session that are
available for browsing on the Internet. They are arranged in reverse date order.

6: Parliamentary - City of London
3 Volume Index to the HOUSE OF LORDS Parliamentary Debates SESSION 6th July, â€”17th September, (VOLUME )
Obtainable on standing order only.

7: Guide: British Parliamentary Papers | Indiana University Libraries
Parliamentary Debates, House of Lords, Bounds Volumes 5th Series, 16 May - 16 June (Parliamentary Debates, Vol )
by Stationery Office (Great Britain) 1 edition - first published in

8: How can I find parliamentary debates? | The Online Library
Commons, Â£; Lords Â£ LORDS VOLUME INDEX obtainable on standing order only. Details available on request.
BOUND VOLUMES OF DEBATES are issued periodically during the session. Single copies: Commons, Â£; Lords,
Â£60 (Â£ for a two-volume edition). Standing orders will be accepted.
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